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Becoming a Better Coach









Focus on the best principles behind 
the best practices



What does Good Coaching Look Like?



Sport wasn’t created for coaches!
•Help meet their needs (not yours)

•Build athletes instead of use them 



Coach 
people 

first, sport 
second



Becoming a Better Coach

•Athlete development = 4C’s and Feedback

•Peak experiences = Challenge-Skill balance (‘Flow’)

• Trust = modeling and love

• Team culture = spread like virus





Athlete Learning Principles

1. Prior knowledge can help or hinder athlete learning

2. Athlete motivation directly influences the learning process

3. Skill mastery requires athletes to learn component skills

4. Combine deliberate practice with targeted specific feedback



Quality Feedback

• PULL (task-intrinsic)

–Ask athletes what they SEE 
(subjective error estimation)

• PUSH (augmented)

–Supplement what athlete can 
already see or feel for themselves



FLOW DIMENSIONS

1. Challenge-skill balance

2. Action-awareness

3. Clear goals

4. Unambiguous feedback

5. Concentration

6. Sense of control

7. Loss of self-consciousness

8. Transformation of time

9. Autotelic experience
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Challenge-Skills Quadrants
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Challenge-Skills Balance

• Key is individual perception of challenge, not actual challenge

• Change the perception

• Help     fear of failure

• Help      confidence



https://positivepsychology.com/what-is-flow/

https://positivepsychology.com/what-is-flow/


YOUR FLOW PROFILE?

www.flowgenomeproject.com/flow-profile



Building Trust
To me, the Xs and Os . . . they’re an important part of 

coaching but a relatively small part. Eighty percent of it 
is just relationships and atmosphere. (Steve Kerr)



Trust and Performance

High team trust = high success rate

Low team trust = low success rate













3H: Hero, 
Hardship, Highlight





Culture is Caught, More than Taught 


